
Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 Overview

The opening chapter of the book doesn't require the use of Matlab, but we can take a

preliminary look at Matlab and some of its basic commands.

Matlab is, to me, just a versatile, on-line calculator, with some some limited graphical

capabilities that are not user friendly. I use it in preference to a hand held calculator, but if

I want to do some serious number crunching I turn to a real programming language.

Matlab is an interpreted language. That is, it runs along executing each instruction as it

comes to it. In normal use there is no compilation of the code. The latest releases do include

a compiler, however. In normal use, without compilation, `for' loops and `while' loops don't

run extremely fast. However, if we put a semicolon behind each command inside such a loop

things speed up considerably. It is then possible to run simple iterative routines in a couple

of seconds on the current generation of desktop computers. This is plenty fast enough for

the kinds of programs we generally write with Matlab. On average, the specialized programs

you �nd in subsequent chapters have fewer than thirty statements. Thus, Matlab serves as

a `quick and dirty' super calculator.

1.2 The basic Commands

To illustrate the basic commands I will use what I refer to as `in line Matlab dialogues.'

When I type something, Matlab then responds. Hence the dialogue.

To multiply to numbers together we type

EDU>2 * 4

ans =

8

EDU>

We can assign names to numbers and then compute with them as follows.
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EDU>a = 2

a =

2

EDU>b = 4

b =

4

EDU>c = a*b

c =

8

EDU>

We can form arrays in the same way.

EDU>a = [1 2]

a =

1 2

EDU>b = [ 1 ; 2 ]

b =

1

2

EDU>c = a*b

c =

5

EDU>

Note that the semicolon separates rows in forming the column vector b.

For the two arrays a and b, if we can also type
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EDU>c = b*a

c =

1 2

2 4

EDU>

Matlab also contains all the usual mathematical functions. For instance,

EDU>y = cos(pi)

y =

-1

EDU>x = atan(0.5)

x =

4.636476090008061e-01

EDU>

Note that the angle x is in radians. If we want to plot the function cos t over two periods we

can do so using program chap1cda, repeated below for convenience.

t1 = 0

t2 = 4*pi

x = linspace(t1,t2)

y = cos(x)

plot(x,y)

print -deps cosx.eps

The resulting plot is shown in Figure 1.1

The Matlab command linspace creates 100 equally spaced points between 0 and 4�. If

we want more, or less, than 100 points we can type

linspace(x,y,npts),

where npts is the number of points desired.

We could also generate this plot using the program chap1cdb, repeated below for conve-

nience.

t1 = 0

t2 = 4*pi

npts = 200

t = t1
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Figure 1.1: Plot of cos x Generated by chap1cda.m

dt = (t2 - t1)/npts

for i = 1:npts

y(i) = cos(t);

x(i) = t;

t = t + dt;

end

plot(x,y)

print -deps cosx.eps

The commands inside the `for' loop are terminated with a semicolon. This suppresses Mat-

lab's print function and drastically speeds up the execution of the program.

We have given an idea of how to use Matlab. To see all the possible Matlab commands

pull down the Help menu in the Matlab command window and select Help Window. To see

all the commands in the Control Toolbox type

help control

In the Matlab command window. Matlab will respond with

EDU>help control

Control System Toolbox.

Version 4.0 Student Edition 31-Dec-1996

Creation of LTI models.

ss - Create a state-space model.
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zpk - Create a zero/pole/gain model.

tf - Create a transfer function model.

dss - Specify a descriptor state-space model.

filt - Specify a digital filter.

set - Set/modify properties of LTI models.

ltiprops - Detailed help for available LTI properties.

Data extraction.

ssdata - Extract state-space matrices.

zpkdata - Extract zero/pole/gain data.

tfdata - Extract numerator(s) and denominator(s).

dssdata - Descriptor version of SSDATA.

get - Access values of LTI model properties.

Model characteristics.

class - Model type ('ss', 'zpk', or 'tf').

size - Input/output dimensions.

isempty - True for empty LTI models.

isct - True for continuous-time models.

isdt - True for discrete-time models.

isproper - True for proper LTI models.

issiso - True for single-input/single-output systems.

isa - Test if LTI model is of given type.

Conversions.

ss - Conversion to state space.

zpk - Conversion to zero/pole/gain.

tf - Conversion to transfer function.

c2d - Continuous to discrete conversion.

d2c - Discrete to continuous conversion.

d2d - Resample discrete system or add input delay(s).

Overloaded arithmetic operations.

+ and - - Add and subtract LTI systems (parallel connection).

* - Multiplication of LTI systems (series connection).

\ - Left divide -- sys1\sys2 means inv(sys1)*sys2.

/ - Right divide -- sys1/sys2 means sys1*inv(sys2).

' - Pertransposition.

.' - Transposition of input/output map.

[..] - Horizontal/vertical concatenation of LTI systems.

inv - Inverse of an LTI system.

Model dynamics.

pole, eig - System poles.

tzero - System transmission zeros.
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pzmap - Pole-zero map.

dcgain - D.C. (low frequency) gain.

norm - Norms of LTI systems.

covar - Covariance of response to white noise.

damp - Natural frequency and damping of system poles.

esort - Sort continuous poles by real part.

dsort - Sort discrete poles by magnitude.

pade - Pade approximation of time delays.

State-space models.

rss,drss - Random stable state-space models.

ss2ss - State coordinate transformation.

canon - State-space canonical forms.

ctrb, obsv - Controllability and observability matrices.

gram - Controllability and observability gramians.

ssbal - Diagonal balancing of state-space realizations.

balreal - Gramian-based input/output balancing.

modred - Model state reduction.

minreal - Minimal realization and pole/zero cancellation.

augstate - Augment output by appending states.

Time response.

step - Step response.

impulse - Impulse response.

initial - Response of state-space system with given initial state.

lsim - Response to arbitrary inputs.

ltiview - Response analysis GUI.

gensig - Generate input signal for LSIM.

stepfun - Generate unit-step input.

Frequency response.

bode - Bode plot of the frequency response.

sigma - Singular value frequency plot.

nyquist - Nyquist plot.

nichols - Nichols chart.

ltiview - Response analysis GUI.

evalfr - Evaluate frequency response at given frequency.

freqresp - Frequency response over a frequency grid.

margin - Gain and phase margins.

System interconnections.

append - Group LTI systems by appending inputs and outputs.

parallel - Generalized parallel connection (see also overloaded +).

series - Generalized series connection (see also overloaded *).

feedback - Feedback connection of two systems.
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star - Redheffer star product (LFT interconnections).

connect - Derive state-space model from block diagram description.

Classical design tools.

rlocus - Evans root locus.

rlocfind - Interactive root locus gain determination.

acker - SISO pole placement.

place - MIMO pole placement.

estim - Form estimator given estimator gain.

reg - Form regulator given state-feedback and estimator gains.

LQG design tools.

lqr,dlqr - Linear-quadratic (LQ) state-feedback regulator.

lqry - LQ regulator with output weighting.

lqrd - Discrete LQ regulator for continuous plant.

kalman - Kalman estimator.

kalmd - Discrete Kalman estimator for continuous plant.

lqgreg - Form LQG regulator given LQ gain and Kalman estimator.

Matrix equation solvers.

lyap - Solve continuous Lyapunov equations.

dlyap - Solve discrete Lyapunov equations.

care - Solve continuous algebraic Riccati equations.

dare - Solve discrete algebraic Riccati equations.

Demonstrations.

ctrldemo - Introduction to the Control System Toolbox.

jetdemo - Classical design of jet transport yaw damper.

diskdemo - Digital design of hard-disk-drive controller.

milldemo - SISO and MIMO LQG control of steel rolling mill.

kalmdemo - Kalman filter design and simulation.

EDU>

All the commands that we have discussed, plus many, many more are listed. Note that there

are also �ve demonstration programs that can be run.


